Kallenberg has introduced the concept of conditional spreadability for random sequences and has developed characterizations of this property in terms of one dimensional martingales and optional times, and as well has proven a predictable sampling theorem. This paper investigates the relationship between planar martingale structures and the natural analogues of conditional spreadability when extended to arrays of random elements. Analogues of the predictable sampling theorem are also established for spreadable arrays.
Introduction
The concept of spreadability of finite and infinite sequences of random elements has been studied by many authors, including Ryll-Nardzewski [11] , Kingman [9] and Kallenberg ([5, 7] ). A sequence is said to be exchangeable if its distribution is invariant under permutations that leave all but a finite number of elements fixed whereas a sequence is said to be spreadable if all subsequences of the same size have the same distribution.
In [7] Kallenberg has related spreadability of sequences to a filtration & to which the sequence is adapted, and has linked the concepts of ^"-spreadability and "-martingales. In light of the richness and diversity of the theory of multidimensional martingales (see, for example, Merzbach [10] ), the goal of this work is to explore the connections between these two structures in the context of arrays of random elements. We shall see that the various natural two-dimensional analogues of the concept of spreadability give rise to different martingale structures on the plane.
In the case of infinite sequences, Ryll-Nardzewski [11] showed that spreadability and exchangeability are in fact equivalent, so by de Finetti's Theorem an infinite spreadable sequence is mixed i.i.d. Kingman [9] noted that the two structures are not equivalent for finite sequences. While finite echangeable sequences can be represented as mixtures of 'urn' sequences (see, for example, Aldous [2] ), no such characterization exists for finite spreadable sequences.
Extending the idea of spreadability to arrays leads to two different approaches. For the stronger, separate spreadability, we select a subsequence of column indices and a separate subsequence of row indices to determine the elements that form a subarray. For the weaker, joint spreadability, we apply the same subsequence of indices to both rows and columns to form the subarray. (See [6] and [4] .)
For a sequence, when spreadability is related to a filtration j£\ we shall see that there are martingale characterizations of ^-spreadability in terms of either a translation operator or a deletion operator. Although the two operators are essentially equivalent for sequences, this is no longer the case for arrays. Translations lead naturally to weaker definitions of conditional spreadability than do deletions.
In the case of arrays, conditional exchangeability was defined and characterized in Ivanoff and Weber [4] . In light of the preceding discussion, combining the different approaches to conditional spreadability for arrays gives rise to four different structures, each of which wi,ll be shown to have its own martingale characterization.
Further, new predictable sampling theorems will be established for each of the conditional spreadable array structures. In some cases, one-dimensional technology can be applied to establish these results, but when the sampling is done using times that are predictable in a two-dimensional sense, new techniques are required.
Notation and definitions
A sequence of random elements (X u ..., X n ) (n may be oo) taking their values in some measurable space (G, &) is spreadable if for any finite m < n and increasing subsequence of indices ki < • • • < k m ,
Kallenberg has suggested that 'contractable' is a more suitable name for this property. From [7] we note that when n < oo, (1) is equivalent to the condition
. . , * " ) = < , (X,,..., X»-i) = </ >" ° X, V* < ". [3] Spreadable arrays 279
We shall refer to <j> k as the deletion operator. By induction, it is easily seen that (2) implies (1) and so the behaviour of the contracted sequence after deletion of one or more elements determines the spreadability property. To extend (2) to infinite sequences, we see that (1) is equivalent to the condition that for n finite or infinite and any finite k,j, 1 < k,j < n,
If (1) is true for any finite subset of distinct (but not necessarily increasing) indices, then the sequence is exchangeable.
As in the case of exchangeability, conditional spreadability for sequences is defined with respect to a discrete filtration & = (^" 0 > <^i. • • •)• We say that the sequence (X\, ...,X n )
is ^-spreadable if it is adapted to & and when conditioned on J^t, (X k+U . . . , X n ) is spreadable for every k. This property can be expressed in two equivalent ways: first,
where d k oX is the shifted sequence (X k+1 ,..., X n ). As in [7] , to avoid the requirement of the existence of regular conditional distributions, we interpret (4) in terms of conditional probabilities given any set A e & k with P(A) > 0. It is trivially true that any spreadable sequence is ^-spreadable with respect to the minimal filtration generated by the sequence.
Using (3), we see that (4) is equivalent to the following:
indicates equality in distribution, given & k . We shall see that the two dimensional analogue of (5) is strictly stronger than the analogue of (4).
For clarity and notational convenience in what follows, given a c x r array we shall generally assume that either both c, r < oo or c = r = oo. However, all definitions and theorems can be adapted in a straightforward way to include the case in which only one of c and r is finite.
Let X = (Xy : 1 < / < c, 1 < j < r) be a c x r array of random elements taking their values in some measurable space (G, < S). X is separately spreadable (SS) if for all m < c, q < r; m, q < oo and
(X itjh : 1 < k < m, I < h < q) = 9 (X o : 1 < i < m, I < j < q).
I n a n a l o g y t o ( 3 ) , X i s S S i f a n d o n l y i f f o r e v e r y h,k < c a n d l,m < r; h , k, I, m < oo, Equivalently, X is JS if and only if for every j,k < n; j , k < oo, (10) <PjjoX= 9 <p kkO X.
There is an extensive literature on exchangeable and related arrays which has grown from the seminal works of Aldous [1] and Hoover [3] that extended de Finetti's theorem to infinite arrays with appropriate symmetries. Aldous [2] is an excellent general reference on exchangeability. Similar representations for infinite spreadable arrays have been established by Kallenberg [6] . The following characterizations are developed without reference to these representations and the techniques used here apply to both finite and infinite arrays.
In order to define conditional spreadability for arrays, we assume that we are given an arbitrary filtration & = (^y :0<i<c,0<j < r) to which X is adapted (that is, &ij c & hk if i < h and,/ < it, and X tj is ^y-measurable, Wi,j). Roughly speaking, we will say that an array has a particular property in the weak & sense if, conditioned on & jk , the translated array 9 jk o X := (X hi :j + 1 < h < c, it + 1 < / < r) has the required property for all (j, k) e { 1 , . . . , c) x {1, . . . , r) (cf. (4)). On the other hand (cf. (5) Figure 1 (a), whereas the shaded region in Figure 1 (b) illustrates that the strong ^"-properties involve the conditional distribution of the entire shell outside (X h i '• I < h < j , I < I < k), which includes the shoulder regions Si and 52, that is, the set of variables in the first k rows that are not in the first./ columns, or in the first j columns but not in the first it rows.
With these concepts in mind, we define the various conditional spreadability properties as follows. We call X weak J^-SS if (cf. (4)) (11) conditioned on & jk , 0 jk oX is SS, Vj < c and Vk < r.
Similarly, the n x n array X is weak ^"-JS if (12) conditioned on # kk , 0 kk oX is JS, Vk < n.
We will say that X is strong ^"-SS if (cf. (5), (7), (8)) for any i < h, k < c and j < l,m < r; h, k,l,m < oo,
The n x n array X is strong J^-JS if (cf. (5), (10)) for every i < j ,k < n;j, k < oo,
It is clear that the strong ^"-properties imply the weak ^"-properties, and they are equivalent when & is the minimal filtration generated by the array (since in this case, X is separately (respectively, jointly) spreadable if and only if the corresponding strong &-and weak ^"-properties hold). For general filtrations, the converse is not true: an example is given in [4, page 350 ] that is weak ^"-SS but not strong ^"-SS. We repeat it here, denoting the ith column of an array X by X { . and the j th row of X by*.;. EXAMPLE 2.1. Let {£,}, [r}j] and {A.,y} be independent U(0, 1) random variables. Let Xy = Stfjkij a n d ^v = o{$ k , k < i; r),, k hh I <j,h> 1} for i,j > 1. Given &$, By o X is SS, and so X is weak ^"-SS. However, for any j > 1, given <^" y the columns X,+i., X i+2 .,...
are not identically distributed, and so X is not strong ^"-SS.
For simplicity in the following sections, we shall refer to the strong & properties simply as «^"-SS or ^"-JS when no ambiguity arises.
Both 1-and 2-dimensional martingale structures and random times will be used in the sequel. Given the filtration & = (<^y : 0 < i < c,0 < j < r) denote the (one-dimensional) filtrations <? -and .^-adapted (predictable), respectively. However, in general the converse is not true. (Note that we have avoided use of the more standard term of stopping or optional time due to the fact that two dimensional stopping times can be defined in various ways.) 3. Separate spreadability 3.1. Strong J^-separately spreadable arrays Recall that an array X is stronĝ " -S S , o r j u s t ^" -S S , if a n d o n l y i f f o r e v e r y i < h , k < c a n d j < l , m < r ; h, k,l,m < (X),
The fact that j is arbitrary in the first equation above and / in the second yields a very simple lemma that will allow us to apply known results for spreadable sequences to SS arrays. [7] As pointed out in Section 1, we interpret (15) in terms of elementary conditional probabilities given any set A e &] with P(A) > 0. Therefore, (15) is an immediate consequence of (13), since it is sufficient to check equality of conditional probabilities on UJ=i <^ij' a n -system that generates &].
The converse is trivial: (15) We define ^" 2 -stationarity analogously for the row vectors of X.
We next define the prediction sequences
17)
n.j=P [6 jO As before, the necessity of regularity properties of the conditional probabilities is avoided by interpreting (16) We define the ^-martingale condition for fi.j analogously.
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We may also define truncated prediction sequences, using truncated arrays. For j < r, denote X (i) = (X ik , 1 < i < c, 1 < k < j) and for i < c, denote X ( l ' = {X hj , 1 < h < i, I <j < r). We define the prediction sequences
The following lemma characterizes an ^-S S array in terms of martingale structures. 
LEMMA3.2. LetX = (Xy • 1 < i < c, I < j < r) be a finite or infinite &-adapted random array in some measurable space G. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is &-SS.
(4) Py forms a l-martingale and py forms a 2-martingale.
PROOF. The equivalence of conditions (l)- (3) above is an immediate consequence of [7, Lemma 3.1] and Lemma 3.1. The equivalence of (3) and (4) follows from the simple observation that the law of an array is determined by the laws of the truncated arrays.
• A martingale characterization for spreadability of sequences can be expressed in terms of deletion operators. First, we observe that for a sequence X = (X,; 1 < i < n) of random elements adapted to a filtration #,
...)).

Defining v k = P[cf>k+\ ° X e • \ & k ]
, we obtain Lemma 3.3 below, which gives an alternative martingale characterization to [7, Lemma 3.1].
LEMMA 3.3. Let X = (X,; 1 < i < n) be a finite or infinite sequence of random elements adapted to a filtration 3-'. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is 3-spreadable. The proof of this lemma is easily adapted from the proof of Lemma 4.1 in Section 4. In light of Lemma 3.3, the martingale characterizations in Lemma 3.2 can be restated in terms of deletion operators.
We next extend the concept of optional skipping or predictable sampling to SS arrays, and we shall do so in terms of both 1-and 2-dimensional random times. [9] 
PROOF. We begin by proving the theorem for a finite array, and assume that both c, r < 00. The extension to the case of an infinite array is discussed at the end of the proof. B. Gail Ivanoff and N. C. Weber [12] obtained by a similar argument conditioning on ^a,-,-\,b t .i-i and then adding over a,_i and bj-\. We continue to apply separate spreadability and condition successively on «^a,-2 -i,ft,--2-i> • • • -&<n~\.bj-M~\ t 0 obtain (27) and next on ^a x -\,b,. M -\ to obtain (28) and (29). We now have to deal only with spreadability of the row vectors to obtain (30) and (31). One last application of separate spreadability yields (32). The proof is completed with a monotone class argument.
All the above cases can be extended to infinite arrays and bounded sequences of predictable times by the simple observation that any finite subarray of an infinite J?-SS array is J?-SS. Finally, to extend the preceding results to general sequences of predictable times, as in the proof of [8, Theorem 11 .13], introduce the bounded & x -
and ^-predictable times
S^ = S h I{S h <m} + (m + h)I{S h > m], h = l,...,i and
Clearly, (5™, T") is ^"-predictable if (S A , T k ) is, and so in all cases we may let m -• oo and (20), (21) and (22) follow.
• COMMENT 3.5. In the proof of (2) (b) above, J?"-predictability was required only for the pairs (Si, 7}_,-+i), (Si, ^7-1+2)1 • • •. (Si, 7}) . However, the more general statement in the theorem allows an immediate extension to infinite arrays and infinite increasing sequences (Si, Sz,...) and (7i, T 2 ,...) of finite & x -and ^-predictable stopping times. In this case, the statement of the theorem holds for every pair of finite subsequences (Si,..., S,) and ( 7 i , . . . , 7J).
Weak ^"-separately spreadable arrays
We now turn our attention to weak «^"-SS arrays. From (11), X is weak ^"-SS if conditioned on ^} t , #>* o X is SS for all j < c, and all k < r. As pointed out in Section 2, weak ^"-SS does not imply J^-SS. In this context, we say that the array X is ^"-stationary if 6 S T ° X =@ X for every bounded adapted random time (S, T). For c, r < 00, this is interpreted as whenever S + I < c and T + m < r a.s. Next, we consider the two-parameter prediction sequence /*" =P(6 iJ°X e-\& iJ ).
We say that fiy forms an ^"-martingale if for all h > i, k > j , 6 hk o X =® 6 t j o X over &y for all i, j > 0, that is, for A e ^. , i, j > 0, • COMMENT 3.7. Here, we cannot readily express the martingale condition in the preceding lemma in terms of the deletion operator. As pointed out in Section 3.1, for a sequence, from a distributional point of view the shift operator #, and deletion operator 0, are essentially equivalent, given ^, _ i . This is not true for an array X. Given J^y, the distribution of 0,y o X involves only the shifted array, whereas the distribution of </> i+1 j + \ o X involves the entire shell region.
We come to a predictable sampling theorem for weak «^-SS arrays. PROOF. In what follows, we assume that X is a finite ex r array. Then we may use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 to extend the result to an infinite array.
Let ( To prove (37), the induction hypothesis is applied to the array (/"i(X i; -), ^ o X), which is conditionally spreadable, given &y. Next, (38) follows from the fact that given •^,_ lj _ 1 , 0,_i,7_i o X is spreadable. Finally, (39) follows from the spreadability ofX.
• COMMENT 3.9. We note that the statement of Theorem 3.8 is much weaker than that of Theorem 3.4, in that the predictable times must be strictly increasing in the partial order on Z 2 + . The reason for this is that the weak ^"-SS property is based on successive shifts, and so it is not possible to deal with random times that are incomparable with respect to the partial order. As discussed in Section 2, such incomparable points would lie in shoulder regions with respect to some cr-fields, and the behaviour is not determined by the weak ^"-SS property.
Joint spreadability
4.1. Strong ^"-jointly spreadable arrays We now focus on square n x n arrays (n may be oo) and perform the same operations on the rows and columns. X is strong <j£"-JS, or just J^-JS, if for every i < j , k < n;j, k < oo, <pjj o X =s\& u feoX. We observe that if X is JS, then all of the diagonal elements must have the same distribution. Likewise, the random variables (Xy ;i < j) must be identically distributed, and the random variables (Xy ;j < i) must also be identically distributed. However, the three distributions can be different.
For the martingale characterization of j£"-JS arrays, we define only one (1-dimensional) prediction sequence ii k = P[(j>k+\,k+\ °X e • \ &kk\-Here we note that we must use the deletion operator rather than the shift operator in order to control the behaviour of the entire shell, rather than simply the shifted array (see Comment 3.7).
We say that /z, forms an j^,,-martingale if for all n > h > i > 1, </>/, /, oX =g <paoX LEMMA 4.1. Let X be an n x n array (n may be oo). The following are equivalent: First, we begin with a weaker but simpler result: we say that X is ^"-jointly stationary if 0 xx o X = 9 X for every bounded ^.-adapted random time r. For n < oo, this is interpreted as {X hk \ x + 1 < h, k < r + /} =® {X hk ; 1 < h, k < 1} whenever x + I < n a.s.
Next, define /z, = P[Qu ° X e • \ &u\. As before, /i, forms an & u -martingale if for all / > i, 6u o X = 9 On o X over & it . For finite arrays, we interpret this as: for 1 < i < I < n -1, {X hk ;l + 1 < h, k < n] = 9 {X hk ; i + 1 < h,k < n -I + i] over^,,. PROOF. It is easily seen that (1) and (2) are equivalent, so we will show that «^-joint stationarity is implied by weak ^"-joint spreadability. If X is weak <^-JS and x <m -k a.s., (m <n,m < oo) and iffy : G -*• R is bounded and measurable for all 1 < i,j < it, then 
